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Guacamole ala Sledgehammer. | Spatula In The Wilderness

     Rookie. Hack. Amateur. I was applying all of
these terms to myself on Saturday afternoon as I
beat the living snot out of some very un-ripe
avocados. I don't know if you've ever seen the living
snot contained within the average avocado, but it
can be extracted much more freely from a ripe
specimen. The ripe avocado yields rich, verdant,
pulpy flesh that can be easily mashed into the basis
of guacamole. These were some seriously newborn
avocados. The demon spawn of the overlord of all
appetizer hell. I persisted in beating these
motherhonking tennis balls down, nonetheless. I
don't usually quit trying to work with the unworkable
when I should. There I was with a tenderizing
hammer and 8" French knife. Someone was going

to lose flesh, and most likely it wasn't the avocados. The battle ended nearly 40 minutes later
and the lumpy little bastards had finally beaten me down. I stuck my work (skins and all) in a

bowl and waited two days for ripening. Two days later I went after the mess with an immersion
blender. And got grainy, sandy guacamole. Next time, I'll buy ahead and let 'em ripen. Rookie.
Hack. Amateur. Not the first time and certainly not the last.

     I am reminded again that the mistakes in a lifetime of cooking far outnumber the glowing
successes. There is world littered with the tombstones of my failed cooking forays. Fish Chilli has
it's own monument, at least in my wife's mind. Fish Chilli was the brainchild (brain cramp) of my
bachelor days when I believed that I could cook without training or clues as to how ingredients might
taste (and smell) when combined. I liked Chilli. I liked fish. Natural merger. Lori and were dating and
she was in my apartment one night while I was working a late shift at the Post Office. Now,
something should have told the blissfully deluded woman not to attempt any cleaning of my home,
heaven forbid unnecessary opening of the refrigerator. I was somewhat offended that she actually
had to ask me what the pot of death stink was when I got home. There had been tears and a call to
her mother, but it is the mark of a "keeper" that she stuck by me and my experiments in
cuisine/taxidermy. She's taken on a lot of my cooking. Our first post-honeymoon fight was because I
made Kraft macaroni and cheese with thousand island dressing, because we were out of milk. Lori
was kind of repulsed (yet somehow intrigued) over the Christmas dinner the year our daughter was
born when I ran out of cream for a sauce and squeezed in the first playtex bottle I found in the fridge
(the sauce was actually good, but a little sweet. File that story under Mel's Shouldn't Be Repeated
Culinary History).

     Live and (possibly) learn. I started cooking in my dad's lunch counter the summer I turned 11. I
hated getting out of bed at 6:00 in the morning and taking a bus to his location, but I loved the look
on a customer's face after I'd hooked up properly cooked food. Good trade. Tomorrow I'll walk to
work at 6:00 in the morning and hopefully feel the trade-off at least once. I'll also buy some ripe
avocados. Onward, upward and I'll put down the knife and mallet before anyone gets hurt.
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